INSTRUCTIONS
Please follow the steps in these instructions carefully to ensure your new Ohenry tent is installed correctly.

OHENRY 1-PIECE
TENT
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Instructions for Ohenry one piece top Traditional Pole Tents & High Peak Pole Tents
Step #1
Place the tent which is still in the bag in the center of the area where you want to install the tent. Stand the bag up on the end, as shown, with the open end of the bag up. Untie the bag rope, and pull the bag halfway down the tent roll, then flip tent over so it is standing on the opposite end.

Step #2
Pull bag off the tent as shown.

Step #3
Untie the tent roll while the tent is still standing on its end. **Make sure you do not pull the rope out from under the tent roll, as this will make a hole in the tent due to abrasion.**
Step #4
Unroll the tent as shown.

Step #5
Unfold the first half of the tent.

Step #6
Unfold the last half of the tent. Stretch all four sides of tent to square up the tent in preparation for the setting of the tent stakes.
Step #7

Set two stakes 5’ from each corner of tent as shown. Next run a string line from corner stake to corner stake and line up all stakes on each side using the string line as a reference. The tent stakes should be set next to the string line, in line with each brass grommet you see on the edge of the tent.

Step #8

Now it's time to begin erecting the tent! Take a side pole and insert the metal pin into the brass grommet as depicted here. Now raise the side pole and hold it stationary while your helper attaches the tent "guy" rope to the stake using a double half hitch. Refer to next slide for a photo of this knot.

This is photo of the "double half hitch" knot which you should use to attach the "Guy" rope to the tent stake.
Step #9

Stand up the second corner on the same end of the tent as the first corner you stood up. Now you have both corners of one end of the tent erected as shown.

Step #10

Next raise both the corners on the opposite end of the tent. You now have all four corners erected. Go ahead and insert all remaining side poles in the perimeter of the tent and attach the "Guy" ropes. Leave all "Guy" ropes loose (plenty of slack) at this point.

Step #11

Time to raise center poles! Insert the pin on the end of the center pole through the brass grommet at the center pole fitting. Tie the center pole "jump rope" to the center pole as shown in the next photo.
Step #12
Secure the long center pole "jump rope" to the center pole using two half hitch knots about 1' below center pole pin. Now push the center pole all the way upright.

Step #13
Secure the center pole "Jump rope" to the center pole as shown.

Step #14
Now the tent is in the air, and it is time to tie all the side pole "jump" ropes
Step #15
At each side pole you will notice a white rope about 5' long hanging down from underneath the tent. Tie this rope to the side pole as shown, to secure the side pole to the tent.

Step #16
Begin tightening at the corners. Tilt the side pole inwards to give some slack on the "guy" rope. Have your helper pull all the slack out of the "guy" ropes, and then re-tie the ropes securely.

Step #17
Now tighten the sides of the tent. Tilt each side pole inwards to give some slack on the "guy" rope. Pull down on the tent edge, and have your helper pull all the slack out of the "guy" rope, and then re-tie the rope securely.
Step #18

After taking up all the slack on the "guy" rope, push the side pole (it should be at about a 45-degree angle at this time) upright, using it as a lever to tighten the tent.

Step #19

If you purchased walls for your tent…

Now for side wall! Lay the roll of side wall on the ground between the side poles and the stakes as shown.

Step #20

Now unroll the side wall.
Step #21
Unfold the side wall in a long line between the side poles and the stakes.

Step #22
Beginning with the corner of the side wall which has the snaps, begin hanging the wall on the tent as shown.

Step #23
This shows the side wall hanging from the "curtain" rope.
Step #24

Each tent which is purchased with standard side walls includes enough wall to overlap 5’ at each end.

(This does not apply if you purchased Velcro walls)

Step #25

This shows how the wall overlaps on the ends. To create a doorway, simply fold each end shown here back on each side and re-hang to create a doorway. You have now completed erecting your Ohenry tent!